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Introduction to New and Alternative
Religions in America: Metaphysical, New
Age, and neopagan movements
Is a global military aSSAULT on Israel MERELY an
ominous, wild-eyed prophecy--or an imminent, world
wide reality?In what is possibly the most
comprehensive and clear-cut examination of ancient
biblical prophecy and modern-day Middle East politics
regarding Islam, Israel, and the nations, Judgment
Day! is an eye-opening page-turner for scholars,
analysts, pastors, professors, politicians, and
laypeople alike. Amazing historical facts and firsthand insight make this book a thrilling, sometimes
troubling, read--but one that is necessary for an
accurate understanding of the prophetic times in
which we live.*DRAWING PARALLELS between the
"land for peace" appeasement of Hitler (prior to his
systematic extermination of more than 6 million Jews)
and today's strategy of the nations united against
Israel is not at all difficult--but Dave Hunt goes much
deeper than that. With painstaking clarity and detail,
Judgment Day! reveals the ancient agenda against
the Jews, and traces its twisted trail to modern-day
deceptions of U.S. Presidents, foreign ambassadors,
covert (and overt) military operations,
businesspeople, educators, and world leaders alike.*In
this no-holds-barred documentary, Dave Hunt
skillfully dissects the myth of Palestinian claims to
"the Promised Land," and exposes the fraud, deceit,
and treachery of an international community allied
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against the Jewish nation. As the author writes:"In the
final analysis, the battle over Israel is a battle for the
souls and destiny of mankind. If Islam and the nations
siding with her should accomplish their goal of
destroying Israel, then mankind [from a biblical
perspective] is eternally lost."

Occult Invasion
The Art of Thinking Clearly
Real Frank Zappa Book
Have you ever . . . Invested time in something that, in
hindsight, just wasn't worth it? Paid too much in an
eBay auction? Continued to do something you knew
was bad for you? Sold stocks too late, or too early?
Taken credit for success, but blamed failure on
external circumstances? Backed the wrong horse?
These are examples of what the author calls cognitive
biases, simple errors all of us make in day-to-day
thinking. But by knowing what they are and how to
identify them, we can avoid them and make better
choices: whether in dealing with personal problems or
business negotiations, trying to save money or earn
profits, or merely working out what we really want in
life—and strategizing the best way to get it. Already
an international bestseller, The Art of Thinking Clearly
distills cutting-edge research from behavioral
economics, psychology, and neuroscience into a
clever, practical guide for anyone who's ever wanted
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to be wiser and make better decisions. A novelist,
thinker, and entrepreneur, Rolf Dobelli deftly shows
that in order to lead happier, more prosperous lives,
we don't need extra cunning, new ideas, shiny
gadgets, or more frantic hyperactivity—all we need is
less irrationality. Simple, clear, and always surprising,
this indispensable book will change the way you think
and transform your decision making—at work, at
home, every day. From why you shouldn't accept a
free drink to why you should walk out of a movie you
don't like, from why it's so hard to predict the future
to why you shouldn't watch the news, The Art of
Thinking Clearly helps solve the puzzle of human
reasoning.

Introduction to New and Alternative
Religions in America: History and
controversies
"Christian Psychology"--an oxymoron?While
prominent Christians embrace
psychotheraphy,acclaimed secular psychologists
acknowledge that it is, in fact, a religious practice
under the guise of medical science:So common is the
use of psychotherapy among Christians today that
many pastors themselves are either licensed
therapists or are the greatest source of referrals to
professional counselors. In addition, the study of
psychology has become the number two career
choice for all college students; in fact, the popularity
of this "science of the soul" is even greater among
those enrolled in Christian colleges, universities, and
seminaries from coast to coast.Some of the critical
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questions and crucial answers this book explores
include:* From what ancient philosophical roots does
psychology originate, and what are its modern fruits?*
Is psychology truly a "scientific" means by which the
spiritual issues of mankind may be addressed?* What
does God's Word prescribe as a remedy for the social
ills of our culture, and is that alone sufficient for the
Body of Christ?* Can Christians effectively minister
using Scripture and prayer by power of the Holy Spirit,
or is professional training required?* Is it possible for
believers in Christ to "eat the fish and spit out the
bones" with regard to psychology's foundation in
secular humanism?* Can the mystic and occultic
methodologies employed by secular psychotherapists
be "sanctified" for practice by Christian counselors?*
Does the wisdom of psychology point to the narrow
way of biblical Christianity, or toward the broad path
that leads to destruction?* What understanding of
"Self" can psychology bring to light that Scripture
cannot?The purpose of this book is not to attack or
condemn evangelicals who are either practicing
psychotherapists or those who have been helped by
what is commonly called "Christian Psychology."
Rather, this volume acknowledges the value of
believers bearing one another's burdens through
prayer, fellowship, and the Word of God.

Stages of Evil
The counterfeit Christ -- When they say "peace and
safety"--Fulfillment in our day? -- The last of the "last
days"? -- A united Europe : stepping-stone to global
peace? -- Daniel's remarkable prophecy -- Two great
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mysteries -- The revived Roman empire -- Emperors
and popes -- The "whore of Babylon" -- Communism,
Catholicism, and world destiny -- Ecumenism and the
coming new world order -- Ecological concern and
global peace -- Was Jesus of Nazareth really the
Christ? -- A question of timing -- A tale of two comings
-- The Arab-Islamic-Israeli question -- That mysterious
Trinity -- Christ and Antichrist in final conflict -Preparation for delusion -- The Christian's hope.

Stop Counseling! Start Ministering!
SPIRITUAL WARFARE: A Struggle for
Truth
With no hidden agenda or clever doctrines of men this
booklet cuts through religious confusion to invite the
reader into a pure personal relationship with Jesus
Christ through the unadulterated Word of God.

Soul Dust
Bearing False Witness?
The Archon Conspiracy
At last, a book that presents in a concise manner the
events leading up to the return of Christ. Dave Hunt,
in his characteristic direct style, answers these
pervasive questions: Who is the Antichrist? How will
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he be recognized? What current events indicate that
we really are in the last days of the "last days"? Using
Scripture and up-to-date information, Dave draws the
exciting conclusion that, indeed, time is short. He
then outlines a biblical response and reminds the
reader of the hope we have in Christ. This book
instructs, encourages, warns, and strengthens
readers to "walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as
wise, redeeming the time, because the days are evil"
(Ephesians 5:15,16). Table of Contents: 1. The
Ultimate Falsehood 2. Peaceful Words, Provocative
Deeds 3. Are We There Yet? 4. Measuring What
Cannot Be Measured 5. Infinite Mystery, Perpetual Joy
6. The Ultimate Hope

The Coming Darkness
Overwhelming evidence indicates that we are eternal
beings who will spend eternity somewhere. These
compelling proofs show where it will beand how we
can know with certainty.

The History of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire
Every Christian should be informed of the true origins
and effects of yoga and its ungodly manifestations of
Kundalini energywhich literally defined means an
awakening of the Serpent Power.

The Law of Nations
Annotation. Most new or alternative religious are
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gravely misunderstood by members of the religious
mainstream. Labeled cults or sects, groups and their
members are often ridiculed or otherwise disregarded
as weird and potentially dangerous by the populace at
large. Despite their efforts at educating the general
public, the various anti- and counter-cult activists
have in fact promoted much more mis-understanding
than accurate understanding of the religious lives of
some of their fellow citizens. Consequently, they have
helped to create a very hostile environment for
anyone whose religious practices do not fit within a socalled mainstream. This set rectifies the situation by
presenting accurate, comprehensive, authoritative
and accessible accounts of various new and
alternative religious movements that have been and
are active in American society, and it addresses ways
of understanding new and alternative religions within
a broader context. Determining what actually
constitutes a new or alternative religion is a subject of
constant debate. Questions arise as to a new faith's
legitimacy, beliefs, methods of conversion, and other
facets of a religious movement's viability and place in
a given culture. How a religion gains recognition by
the mainstream, which often labels such new
movements as cults, is fraught with difficulty, tension,
and fear. Here, experts delineate the boundaries and
examine the various groups, beliefs, movements, and
other issues related to new faiths and alternative
beliefs. Readers will come away with a fuller
understanding of the religious landscape in America
today. Volume 1: History and Controversies discusses
the foundations of new and alternative religions in the
United States and addresses the controversies that
surround them. This volume helps readers better
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understand what makes a new or alternative belief
system a religion and the issues involved. Volume 2:
Jewish and Christian Traditions explores the various
new religions that have grown out of these two
Abrahamic faiths. Groups such as the Shakers, the
People's Temple, the Branch Davidians, Jehovah's
Witnesses and others are examined. Volume 3:
Metaphysical, New Age, and Neopagan Movements
looks at Shamanism, Spiritualism, Wicca, and
Paganism, among other movements, as they have
developed and grown in the U.S. These faiths have
found new and devoted followers yet are often
misunderstood. Volume 4: Asian Traditions focuses on
those new and alternative religions that have been
inspired by Asian religious traditions. From Baha'i to
Soka Gakkai, from Adidam to the Vedanta Society,
contributors look at a full range of groups practicing
and worshiping in the U.S. today. Volume 5: African
Diaspora Traditions and Other American Innovations
examines the various traditions linked to the African
diaspora such as Rastafarianism, Santeria, and the
Nation of Islam, alongside traditions that are truly
American incarnations like Scientology, UFO religions,
and Heaven's Gate. Some of the new and alternative
religions covered in these pages include: ; Shamanism
; Wicca ; Black Israelites ; Santeria ; Scientology ; Elan
Vital ; Hare Krishna ; Soka Gakkai ; and many more

Seeking and Finding God
The Enneagram has captured the imagination of and
been embraced by of a growing number of
evangelicals. It was first introduced into the church by
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disciples of Roman Catholic priest, mystic and
contemplative, Father Richard Rohr. It is claimed that
the Enneagram is ancient, was used by many
cultures, and is not only from God but is the face of
God. The Enneagram is a spiritual tool, but is it a
spiritual tool which brings about better understanding
of one's self and the God of Scripture? That is the
question.

A Cup of Trembling
A compelling and deeply personal account of a young
mans spiritual plunge into a movement called the
River, which claims to be spreading the kingdom of
God through signs and wonders. Sometimes referred
to as the River revival, the Third Wave or the Latter
Rain, this movement is marked by bizarre
manifestations, false prophecies and esoteric
revelations. Warnings of divine retribution keep many
adherents in bondage, afraid to speak out or even
question those things they are taught and are witness
to.

Psychology and the Church
How is consciousness possible? What biological
purpose does it serve? And why do we value it so
highly? In Soul Dust, the psychologist Nicholas
Humphrey, a leading figure in consciousness
research, proposes a startling new theory.
Consciousness, he argues, is nothing less than a
magical-mystery show that we stage for ourselves
inside our own heads. This self-made show lights up
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the world for us and makes us feel special and
transcendent. Thus consciousness paves the way for
spirituality, and allows us, as human beings, to reap
the rewards, and anxieties, of living in what
Humphrey calls the "soul niche.? Tightly argued,
intellectually gripping, and a joy to read, Soul Dust
provides answers to the deepest questions. It shows
how the problem of consciousness merges with
questions that obsess us all--how life should be lived
and the fear of death. Resting firmly on neuroscience
and evolutionary theory, and drawing a wealth of
insights from philosophy and literature, Soul Dust is
an uncompromising yet life-affirming work--one that
never loses sight of the majesty and wonder of
consciousness.

The Occult Life of Jesus of Nazareth
Are you missing half the story about the last days?
Virtually all attention these days is focused on the
coming Antichrist—but he is only half the story. Many
people are amazed to discover in Revelation 17 that
there is also another mysterious character at the
heart of prophecy—a woman who rides the beast.
Who is this woman? Tradition says she is connected
with the church of Rome. But isn’t such a view
outdated? After all, today’s Vatican is eager to join
hands with Protestants worldwide. “The Catholic
church has changed” is what we hear. Or has it? In A
Woman Rides the Beast, prophecy expert Dave Hunt
sifts through biblical truth and global events to
present a well-defined portrait of the woman and her
powerful place in the Antichrist’s future empire. Eight
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remarkable clues in Revelation 17 and 18 prove the
woman’s identity beyond any reasonable doubt. A
provocative account of what the Bible tells us is to
come.

The Other Side of the River
Continental philosophy has entered a new period of
ferment. The long deconstructionist era was followed
with a period dominated by Deleuze, which has in
turn evolved into a new situation still difficult to
define. However, one common thread running
through the new brand of continental positions is a
renewed attention to materialist and realist options in
philosophy. Among the leaders of the established
generation, this new focus takes numerous forms. It
might be hard to find many shared positions in the
writings of Badiou, DeLanda, Laruelle, Latour,
Stengers, and i ek, but what is missing from their
positions is an obsession with the critique of written
texts. All of them elaborate a positive ontology,
despite the incompatibility of their results. Meanwhile,
the new generation of continental thinkers is pushing
these trends still further, as seen in currents ranging
from transcendental materialism to the London-based
speculative realism movement to new revivals of
Derrida. As indicated by the title The Speculative
Turn, the new currents of continental philosophy
depart from the text-centered hermeneutic models of
the past and engage in daring speculations about the
nature of reality itself. This anthology assembles
authors, of several generations and numerous
nationalities, who will be at the centre of debate in
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continental philosophy for decades to come."

Yoga and the Body of Christ
Unlock the lost and hidden meanings of the world's
ancient and modern signs and symbols with the latest
in the hugely popular series of 'Element
Encyclopedias'. This is the biggest A-Z reference book
on symbolic objects you'll ever find.

Satanic Bible
Of the many trouble spots in the world today, none
rivals Jerusalem for ultimate significance. Zechariah
prophesied that in the last days God would make
Jerusalem a "cup of trembling" and a "burdensome
stone" for the whole world. Today's world has its eyes
on Jerusalem, believing that the next world war will
break out over this city. Jerusalem is indeed a "cup of
trembling" and will continue to be so in spite of false
peace initiatives.

The Seduction of Christianity
Recounts the life and career of the inventive and
controversial rock musician, and includes information
on his philosophies on art, his opinions on the music
industry, and his thoughts on raising children.

The Nonnegotiable Gospel
“The evil that men do” has been chronicled for
thousands of years on the European stage, and
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perhaps nowhere else is human fear of our own evil
more detailed than in its personifications in theater. In
Stages of Evil, Robert Lima explores the
sociohistorical implications of Christian and pagan
representations of evil and the theatrical creativity
that occultism has engendered. By examining
examples of alchemy, astronomy, demonology,
exorcism, fairies, vampires, witchcraft, hauntings, and
voodoo in prominent plays, Stages of Evil explores
American and European perceptions of occultism from
medieval times to the modern age.

Trumpocalypse
Written after direct personal experience of an occult
attack, 'Psychic Self Defence' is Dion Fortune's guide
to recognizing and protecting oneself from unwanted
esoteric interference. The author treads a fine line
between providing useful, practical information on
'spiritual security' (revealing for example, a ritual
used by Christian Monks, as well as the magician's
'Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram') while at
the same time keeping potentially dangerous
techniques well obscured from the uninitiated.
Sprinkled liberally with astonishing anecdotes from
Dion Fortune's long and eventful magical career, this
is an important work for those venturing along the
mystical path, a book that can be read, and re-read,
with profit.

Psychic Self-Defence
This study of modernism's high imperial, occult-exotic
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affiliations presents many well-known figures from the
period 1880-1960 in a new light. Modernism and the
Occult traces the history of modernist engagement
with 'irregular', heterodox and imported knowledge.

Character Counts
Countdown to the Second Coming (Large
Print)
The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet
The Bible clearly states that a great apostasy must
occur before Christ's Second Coming. Christians today
are being deceived by a worldview that is more subtle
and seductive than any before. We will look at some
of the dangers in the growing acceptance and
practice of: Positive and possibility thinking Healing of
memories Self-help philosophies Holistic medicine
This seduction of Christianity will not appear as a
frontal assault or oppression of our religious beliefs.
Instead, it will come as the latest fashionable
philosophies that will promise to make us happier,
healthier, better educated, and even more spiritual. A
compelling look at the times in which we live and a
clear call to every believer to choose between the
original and the counterfeit. Only then can we hope to
escape the seduction of Christianity.

Modernism and the Occult
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The Spanish Conquest in America and Its
Relation to the History of Slavery and to
the Government of Colonies
From the authors of the international bestseller The
Babylon Code comes an explosive exposé of the
chilling truth about the fierce opposition to the Trump
presidency, and why the globalist elite and Deep
State will stop at nothing-assassination, military coup,
staged economic collapse, or worse-to overthrow him.
"Trumpocalypse!" It's the media-coined meme inciting
panic and fear that America has elected an unstable
man who will barge into delicate international affairs
like a bull in a china shop and incite nations bent on
America's destruction to trigger World War III-an
unprecedented nuclear apocalypse ending the world
as we know it. But is the media telling us the truth?
No, say internationally-recognized prophecy expert
and Fox News and History Channel commentator Paul
McGuire and Pulitzer Prize-nominated investigative
journalist Troy Anderson. America's most insidious
enemies are not hostile nations; they are elite
globalists-the "Establishment" that is making the "1
percent" even richer while working- and middle-class
people watch their incomes and net worth's flatline or
plummet. The authors fearlessly expose the globalist
elite's secret plan for humanity and campaign of mass
deception. Using documentation gleaned from years
of journalistic investigation and extensive interviews
with over fifty of the world's most respected
geopolitical, economic and military affairs experts,
faith leaders, and biblical scholars, McGuire and
Anderson unmask these elites as members of secret
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societies with deep occult connections who have
gained control of America's dominant institutionsgovernment, education, entertainment, international
banking, and even the media. Trumpocalypse
explores the enigmatic prophecies and "biblical
codes" involving Trump, and asks whether God raised
up President Trump as a fearless leader to guide
America and the free world through a series of major
crises as the biblical end-time narrative unfolds, as
many people with prophetic gifts are predicting, and
shows why everyday Americans and evangelicals
have rallied around Trump as their last hope of saving
America and averting the horrors of the Apocalypse. It
further reveals why Trump and millions of
"deplorables" are fighting to stop the hidden agenda
of the Establishment, and how the perplexing chaos
enveloping the planet could paradoxically signal the
beginning of the great end-times awakening that
millions are praying for. Here is an invitation to join
the anti-Establishment surge-what evangelist Franklin
Graham calls "the Christian revolution"-and discover
how to fulfill your own destiny in the run-up to the
Second Coming of Jesus Christ.

America
The Works of Tacitus
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone
Clocks and Cloud Atlas | Longlisted for the Man
Booker Prize In 2007, Time magazine named him one
of the most influential novelists in the world. He has
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twice been short-listed for the Man Booker Prize. The
New York Times Book Review called him simply “a
genius.” Now David Mitchell lends fresh credence to
The Guardian’s claim that “each of his books seems
entirely different from that which preceded it.” The
Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet is a stunning
departure for this brilliant, restless, and wildly
ambitious author, a giant leap forward by even his
own high standards. A bold and epic novel of a rarely
visited point in history, it is a work as exquisitely
rendered as it is irresistibly readable. The year is
1799, the place Dejima in Nagasaki Harbor, the “highwalled, fan-shaped artificial island” that is the
Japanese Empire’s single port and sole window onto
the world, designed to keep the West at bay; the
farthest outpost of the war-ravaged Dutch East Indies
Company; and a de facto prison for the dozen
foreigners permitted to live and work there. To this
place of devious merchants, deceitful interpreters,
costly courtesans, earthquakes, and typhoons comes
Jacob de Zoet, a devout and resourceful young clerk
who has five years in the East to earn a fortune of
sufficient size to win the hand of his wealthy fiancée
back in Holland. But Jacob’s original intentions are
eclipsed after a chance encounter with Orito
Aibagawa, the disfigured daughter of a samurai
doctor and midwife to the city’s powerful magistrate.
The borders between propriety, profit, and pleasure
blur until Jacob finds his vision clouded, one rash
promise made and then fatefully broken. The
consequences will extend beyond Jacob’s worst
imaginings. As one cynical colleague asks, “Who ain’t
a gambler in the glorious Orient, with his very life?” A
magnificent mix of luminous writing, prodigious
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research, and heedless imagination, The Thousand
Autumns of Jacob de Zoet is the most impressive
achievement of its eminent author. Praise for The
Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet “A page-turner . .
. [David] Mitchell’s masterpiece; and also, I am
convinced, a masterpiece of our time.”—Richard Eder,
The Boston Globe “An achingly romantic story of
forbidden love . . . Mitchell’s incredible prose is on
stunning display. . . . A novel of ideas, of longing, of
good and evil and those who fall somewhere in
between [that] confirms Mitchell as one of the more
fascinating and fearless writers alive.”—Dave Eggers,
The New York Times Book Review “The novelist who’s
been showing us the future of fiction has published a
classic, old-fashioned tale . . . an epic of sacrificial
love, clashing civilizations and enemies who won’t
rest until whole family lines have been snuffed
out.”—Ron Charles, The Washington Post “By any
standards, The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet is
a formidable marvel.”—James Wood, The New Yorker
“A beautiful novel, full of life and authenticity,
atmosphere and characters that breathe.”—Maureen
Corrigan, NPR Look for special features inside. Join the
Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and
more. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Speculative Turn
A Woman Rides the Beast
Author and lecturer Dave Hunt exposes what he
believes is the subtle seduction of the world and
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church by a resurgent occultism, a reality which is
corroborated by increasing suicide, violence, and
immorality throughout society.

The Element Encyclopedia of Secret
Signs and Symbols: The Ultimate A–Z
Guide from Alchemy to the Zodiac
Much in the Church is being touted as biblical spiritual
warfare, even to changing it from being spiritual to be
geographical. This book critics spiritual warfare
teaching, comparing it to the Bible and offers a
biblically reasoned discussion on spiritual warfare.

Judgment Day!
Analyzes and critiques the Christian Countercult
movement as a discrete socioreligious entity.

Beyond Seduction
Richard Rohr and the Enneagram Secret
Your friends, your family, your neighbors--and quite
possibly even your church--are wondering: Is America
at the threshold of a glorious rebirth into planetary
enlightenment, peace, and brotherhood? Or have we,
as forward-thinking Americans in our search for
higher levels of human potential, opened a spiritual
Pandora's box? Due to the occult philosophies
embraced and advanced by Oprah, Dr. Oz, and
countless others, Americans are rapidly awakening to
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what is being hailed as a paradigm shift in global
consciousness. Whatever you believe, and why, one
thing is certain: Today's world is the scene of a
strange and growing paradox that seems to mark an
important transformation in the history of mankind.
For even as scientific and technological advancement
is accelerating at an exponential rate, we are
witnessing the greatest explosion of occultism of all
time. The question is, Who is right? Is there really a
threat to the American culture? And, if so, what will
awaken us to the truth that sets humanity free from
spiritual deception and dangerous delusions--which
appear to enlighten but actually lead to enslavement?
Originally written as a tool to educate and inform
nonbelievers of the dangers of the New Age
movement, this timely reprint of Dave Hunt's classic
1988 work will astound you all over again with its
groundbreaking revelations and prophetic
implications. You'll not only want to add this to your
"Dave Hunt Classic" library but also pass it along to
those who may be mired in the New Spirituality of
today or those loved ones you wish to protect from
the prowling about of our spiritual adversary.

Christianity and Anti-Christianity in Their
Final Conflict
Called "The Black Pope" by many of his followers,
Anton La Vey began the road to High Priesthood of
the Church of Satan when he was only 16 years old
and an organ player in a carnival: "On Saturday night
I would see men lusting after halfnaked girls dancing
at the carnival, and on Sunday morning when I was
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playing the organ for tent-show evangelists at the
other end of the carnival lot, I would see these same
men sitting in the pews with their wives and children,
asking God to forgive them and purge them of carnal
desires. And the next Saturday night they'd be back
at The carnival or some other place of indulgence. "I
knew then that the Christian Church thrives on
hypocrisy, and that man's carnal nature will out!"
From that time early in his life his path was clear.
Finally, on the last night of April,
1966—Walpurgisnacht, the most important festival of
the believers in witchcraft—LaVey shaved his head in
the tradition of Ancient executioners and announced
the formation of The Church Of Satan. He had seen
the need for a church that would recapture man's
body and his carnal desires as objects of celebration.
"Since worship of fleshly things produces pleasure,"
he said, "there would then be a temple of glorious
indulgence . . ."

Global Peace and the Rise of Antichrist
Annotation. Most new or alternative religious are
gravely misunderstood by members of the religious
mainstream. Labeled cults or sects, groups and their
members are often ridiculed or otherwise disregarded
as weird and potentially dangerous by the populace at
large. Despite their efforts at educating the general
public, the various anti- and counter-cult activists
have in fact promoted much more mis-understanding
than accurate understanding of the religious lives of
some of their fellow citizens. Consequently, they have
helped to create a very hostile environment for
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anyone whose religious practices do not fit within a socalled mainstream. This set rectifies the situation by
presenting accurate, comprehensive, authoritative
and accessible accounts of various new and
alternative religious movements that have been and
are active in American society, and it addresses ways
of understanding new and alternative religions within
a broader context. Determining what actually
constitutes a new or alternative religion is a subject of
constant debate. Questions arise as to a new faith's
legitimacy, beliefs, methods of conversion, and other
facets of a religious movement's viability and place in
a given culture. How a religion gains recognition by
the mainstream, which often labels such new
movements as cults, is fraught with difficulty, tension,
and fear. Here, experts delineate the boundaries and
examine the various groups, beliefs, movements, and
other issues related to new faiths and alternative
beliefs. Readers will come away with a fuller
understanding of the religious landscape in America
today. Volume 1: History and Controversies discusses
the foundations of new and alternative religions in the
United States and addresses the controversies that
surround them. This volume helps readers better
understand what makes a new or alternative belief
system a religion and the issues involved. Volume 2:
Jewish and Christian Traditions explores the various
new religions that have grown out of these two
Abrahamic faiths. Groups such as the Shakers, the
People's Temple, the Branch Davidians, Jehovah's
Witnesses and others are examined. Volume 3:
Metaphysical, New Age, and Neopagan Movements
looks at Shamanism, Spiritualism, Wicca, and
Paganism, among other movements, as they have
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developed and grown in the U.S. These faiths have
found new and devoted followers yet are often
misunderstood. Volume 4: Asian Traditions focuses on
those new and alternative religions that have been
inspired by Asian religious traditions. From Baha'i to
Soka Gakkai, from Adidam to the Vedanta Society,
contributors look at a full range of groups practicing
and worshiping in the U.S. today. Volume 5: African
Diaspora Traditions and Other American Innovations
examines the various traditions linked to the African
diaspora such as Rastafarianism, Santeria, and the
Nation of Islam, alongside traditions that are truly
American incarnations like Scientology, UFO religions,
and Heaven's Gate. Some of the new and alternative
religions covered in these pages include: ; Shamanism
; Wicca ; Black Israelites ; Santeria ; Scientology ; Elan
Vital ; Hare Krishna ; Soka Gakkai ; and many more
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